Hypercom 1MB
T7Plus Terminal
®

The Challenge

Here’s How It Works

Today’s merchants need more than just another

The Hypercom 1MB T7Plus terminal quickly processes all

terminal. To stay competitive, they need a terminal that

major credit cards (including Visa®, MasterCard®/Diners

brings new value-added services to the point-of-sale

Club®, American Express®, Discover® and JCB®), as well

(POS). Processing credit, PIN-secured and signature

as gift cards and Level I & II Business and Commercial

debit and gift cards, plus checks is just the beginning of

purchasing cards. Through peripheral products, it also

what merchants expect from a terminal — especially in

supports PIN and signature debit transactions as well

light of today’s global economy as they strive to provide

as paper checks.

enhanced services to a diverse customer base.

The Solution
The Hypercom® 1MB T7Plus terminal offers more
memory and convenience, as well as an upgraded
feature set from the original T7Plus model. It quickly
processes all major payment types and delivers fast,
accurate online transaction authorizations. In addition,
the T7Plus terminal is designed for future flexibility with
connections for new and existing peripheral payment
acceptance devices. It also offers “one-touch” operation
for a wide range of functions and specific applications
for restaurants, retailers, lodging, and other industries.

To help protect your customers from fraud and identity
theft, the T7Plus terminal generates receipts with only
the last four digits of the card number showing. It also
operates with manager password controls to help
ensure transaction security.

Hypercom 1MB T7Plus Terminal
®

Industries Served

Help Your Customers

JJRetailers

JJBuilt-in identity theft and fraud protection tools

JJRestaurants

JJMore payment options

JJQuick Service Restaurants

JJFast transactions and quick receipt printing

JJMail order/Telephone order
JJTravel & Entertainment (Lodging)
JJGas Stations

Features

JJSupermarkets

JJOne-touch functionality for a wide range

Help Your Business

JJDrop-in paper loading

JJGenerate receipts faster with one-touch operations

JJCompatibility with Hypercom® S9 and S9C PIN pads

of transactions

JJIntegrated thermal printer

JJOffer the convenience of more payment options

JJ1 MB of storage

JJImprove customer service and increase

JJSpecial industry-specific applications

customer loyalty
JJPrevent unauthorized downloads

JJAdvanced fraud/identity theft protection tools
JJFeature-rich terminal with small footprint

For more information, contact your
Sales Representative or visit
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.com.
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for quicker transactions and checkout time

JJFaster printing

